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X-ray emission spectroscopy: an effective route to
extract site occupation of cations†

Anuj Bhargava, a Cindy Y. Chen, a Kenneth D. Finkelstein, b

Matthew J. Ward bc and Richard D. Robinson *a

Cation site occupation is an important determinant of materials properties, especially in a complex system

with multiple cations such as in ternary spinels. Many methods for extracting the cation site information have

been explored in the past, including analysis of spectra obtained through K-edge X-ray absorption

spectroscopy (XAS). In this work, we measure the effectiveness of X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) for

determining the cation site occupation. As a test system we use spinel phase CoxMn3�xO4 nanoparticles

contaminated with CoO phases because Co and Mn can occupy all cation sites and the impurity simulates

typical products of oxide syntheses. We take advantage of the spin and oxidation state sensitive Kb1,3 peak

obtained using XES and demonstrate that XES is a powerful and reliable technique for determining site

occupation in ternary spinel systems. Comparison between the extended X-ray absorption fine structure

(EXAFS) and XES techniques reveals that XES provides not only the site occupation information as EXAFS, but

also additional information on the oxidation states of the cations at each site. We show that the error for

EXAFS can be as high as 35% which makes the results obtained ambiguous for certain stoichiometries,

whereas for XES, the error determined is consistently smaller than 10%. Thus, we conclude that XES is a

superior and a far more accurate method than XAS in extracting cation site occupation in spinel crystal

structures.

Introduction

Understanding the distribution of cations in the sublattice sites
of a material is of great importance due to the profound effects
that cation distribution induces on a material’s optical, catalytic,
magnetic, and electronic properties.1–4 In certain systems, the
anion sublattice can be static while the cation distribution can
vary. This rearrangement of cations can lead to dramatic changes
in properties. For example, in the spinel system of MnCo2O4, as the
Co and Mn atoms are shuffled between octahedral and tetrahedral
sites, the activity of the oxidation–reduction reaction dramatically
changes.5 Similarly, the elucidation of cation distribution has been
widely explored to understand the role of cation rearrangement in
materials employed in technological applications such as photo-
detectors,6 transparent conducting films,7 electrocatalysts,8 and
electrochemical energy storage devices.9 While the dependence of
material properties on the cation distribution has been found in

many materials, because there is substantial interplay among atom
types, oxidation states, and sites, the extraction and prediction of
cation distribution is especially important for ternary spinel oxides.

In ternary spinels, the cation distribution can be expressed
as (AtB1�t)[AxB2�x]O4 (0 o t o 1 and 0 o x o 2) where there are
two sites for the A and B cations: tetrahedral (Td) and octa-
hedral [Oh], the sites being designated by the brackets () and [],
respectively. Frequently in the spinel systems, the A and B
cations can be freely distributed between the Oh and Td sites,
with the cation site disorder being influenced by various crystal
chemical and processing factors such as ion size, oxidation
state, crystal field stabilization energy, synthesis and processing
temperature, and oxygen partial pressure.10–16 But the site disorder
includes not only the atom type but the oxidation state as well, as
observed in the case of, for example, the spinel cobalt manganese
oxide system, in which Co3+ and Mn3+ cations are present at Oh

sites, and Co2+ and Mn2+ cations are present at both Td and Oh

sites. This stoichiometric-dependent and processing-dependent
disorder16 makes it difficult to understand the fundamental
properties of a compound. Knowledge of this oxidation-state
site occupation is important, for instance, when looking at the
electronic conductivity in spinel oxides. In spinel oxides it is
known that the most prominent mechanism of charge trans-
port is through small polaron nearest neighbour hopping
(NNH),17,18 a process in which charge carriers move from one
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Oh cation site to another via the energy it receives by coupling
to lattice vibrations. Hence, the electrical conductivity in
spinels is directly proportional to the number of electron
donor/acceptor hopping pairs M2+/M3+, where M is the cation
present at Oh sites.16,19–21 But the polaron hopping models are
too crude to account for the cation configurational differences
that occur in ternary transition metal spinels. As a conse-
quence, the relationship between cation site occupation and
properties—such as electrochemical behaviour and electrical
conductivity—has not been characterized for ternary oxides,
complicating efforts to design new materials for use in applica-
tions such as in electrochemical energy storage and conversion
devices.

There are several methods to determine site occupation of
each cation species in a material, with some being more
accessible than others. Neutron diffraction is the standard
bearer for this type of analysis,11 in which the Rietveld refine-
ment of the data yields the cation distributions, but neutron
sources are rare. Additionally, extremely accurate form factors
are required to extract the oxidation states, therefore, it may not
be possible to use Rietveld refinement for systems with small
crystal grains or lack of long range order, like nanoparticles
(NP).22 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy can be used to deter-
mine the relative concentration of a species of an atom having
different oxidation states,23 but it does not provide the site
information, i.e., Td or Oh sites in spinels, for each cation
species. Alternatively, one could utilize the high-energy X-ray
characterization methods such as K-edge X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) that
can probe local environments around a target atom type. XAS is
a powerful tool to study the electronic and geometric structure
of materials through both X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS).24–29 Analysis of the XANES spectra can provide the
oxidation states of the metal centres, and EXAFS is useful for
studying the local short-range structure around the central
absorbing atom, and provides the interatomic distances and
the coordination numbers for the neighbouring atoms. While
EXAFS and XANES are both valuable techniques, they also have
limitations when used to assess the site occupation of cations.
One such limitation is that although the absorption spectra
obtained using XAS is element specific, it only yields informa-
tion on the average of all the oxidation states of the element,
hindering the understanding of how different central absorb-
ing atoms affect the oxidation state, coordination environment,
or occupation at different sites in a polyhedra.30 For instance,
in cobalt manganese oxide, if Co atoms are present as Co2+ at
Td sites, and Co2+ and Co3+ at Oh sites, the Co K-edge EXAFS
would only be able to provide the ratio of Co atoms present at
Td and Oh sites but not the ratio of Co2+ and Co3+ cations
occupying Oh sites, rendering this technique insufficient for
such detailed analysis. Although a combination of XANES and
EXAFS analyses can be used to determine the site occupation of
all cation species for simple systems like binary spinel oxides,
XAS may not be sufficient to provide the complete site occupa-
tion data for more complex systems like ternary spinel oxides

due to the large number of variables associated with mixed site
occupation and oxidation states which make the EXAFS errors
predominant and large. In this work we find that the large
number of fitting parameters associated with the EXAFS analysis
render the error in site occupation to be as high as 35%, as
discussed later. Errors can also be introduced with XANES because
the K-edge is sensitive to the ligand environment as well as the
oxidation state of the absorbing atom.31 For example, for a fixed
Mn oxidation state the XANES edge energy can shift in the range of
0.5–2.0 eV.32 Since the oxidation states of the sample are deter-
mined assuming a linear relationship between the oxidation state
and edge energy of the standards, this introduces another error in
the determination of the oxidation state of the samples. Conse-
quently, the combination of errors associated with both XANES
and EXAFS can lead to high uncertainty in the site occupation of
cations, especially for complex systems. Since properties such as
polaron charge hopping rely on correlating the site occupation
parameters to understand the mechanism, it is essential to
extract the site occupation and concentration of all cation
species (CoTd

2+, CoOh

2+, CoOh

3+, MnTd

2+, MnOh

2+, MnOh

3+) in
the spinel structure. Therefore, it becomes imperative to develop
a technique which can reliably determine the oxidation state and
site occupation of cations in complex systems.

In this work, we take advantage of the spin, ligand geometry,
and oxidation state sensitive Kb1,3 (3p - 1s) peak obtained
using XES to study the geometric structure of spinel phase NP
which are contaminated with other impure oxide phases. We
focus on nanoparticles since these are the major form
researched in emerging applications.9,33–36 We demonstrate
that XES can be used reliably as a technique for extracting
the concentration of cations having different ligand geometries
(coordination), site occupation, and oxidation states. Further-
more, we compare the site occupation of cations obtained
using XES to the results from EXAFS, and demonstrate that
while both techniques reach similar findings, XES is superior
since it provides not only the elemental site occupation as
EXAFS, but also oxidation state site occupation of all cation
species.

Technical overview

High-energy characterization methods such as XAS and high
energy resolution fluorescence detected (HERFD) XAS are com-
monly used for determining the concentration of cation species
in 3d transition metal spinels. However, these techniques fall short
of providing the complete information on the site occupation and
the oxidation state of the cations. The two regions in an XAS
spectrum that are generally used for this purpose are the near edge
region (XANES) and the extended region (EXAFS). The XANES
region of a K-edge XAS spectra consists of two peaks: the main
K-edge peak (seen as sharp rise in the absorption spectra) due to
1s - 4p transitions, which is dependent on the oxidation state of
the central absorbing atom, and the pre-edge peak, which is due to
the 1s - 3d transitions and contains electronic and structural
details.37,38 The 1s - 3d transitions in a centrosymmetric
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coordination geometry (for example, octahedral geometry) are
dipole forbidden, so if the absorbing atom is centrosymmetric
then the pre-edge peak intensity is low. In the case of a non-
centrosymmetric coordination geometry, i.e., tetrahedral geometry,
the 3d orbitals can mix with the 4p orbitals, leading to an increase
in the pre-edge peak intensity. Consequently, in spinels the
pre-edge peak intensity reflects the coordination geometry of the
central absorbing cation37,38 and can be used for the determina-
tion of the coordination environment surrounding the absorbing
atom. The EXAFS region contains the short-range structural details
around the central absorbing atom. Background-subtracted and
Fourier-transformed XAS spectra in the extended region can be
fitted using the EXAFS equation39 to extract the interatomic
distances and the coordination numbers for the neighbouring
atoms. In addition to XAS, another high-energy method for
structural study of spinels is HERFD-XAS,40–42 a technique in
which the emitted X-rays are detected over a narrow-energy
bandwidth. For analysis of HERFD-XAS spectra, the emission
spectra of reference standards are collected and linearly combined
to fit the Kb1,3 emission peak of the samples to determine the ratio
of the constituent species of cations. The ratio of constituent
species is proportional to their contribution to the HERFD-XAS
spectra, therefore, the HERFD-XAS spectra can be deconvoluted
into the absorption spectra of constituent species based on the
oxidation state or the spin-state.43–46 For example, Co K-edge
absorption spectra can be deconvoluted into individual Co2+ and
Co3+ absorption spectra, which can then be Fourier-transformed
and fitted individually to determine the short-range structure
around Co2+ and Co3+.

While these XAS and HERFD-XAS methods can provide good
quantitative and qualitative details on the materials, the afore-
mentioned techniques are inadequate for determining the site
occupation of each species of cations in the case of impure
spinels for the following reasons:
� The main K-edge peak is dependent only on the oxidation

state of the central absorbing atom and is insensitive to the
geometry of the ligands.
� Due to core-hole lifetime broadening of the 1s electron

holes, the pre-edge peak is not well resolved, which limits
quantitative analysis of the pre-edge to determine the concen-
tration of cationic species in the spinel.47

� The pre-edge in the HERFD spectra may not be reliable if
the interactions between the core-hole and the photoexcited
electrons are stronger than the respective core-hole lifetime
broadening. For instance, the 1s - 3d transitions in 3d
transition metals may show strong interactions between the
1s and 2p orbitals in the final state.48,49

� The core-hole lifetime broadening due to the interaction from
the photoexcited electrons (such as those in the 1s and 2p orbitals)
can be avoided by first collecting the full RIXS (resonant X-ray
inelastic scattering) plane in which the intensity of emitted X-rays
is measured as a function of both the incident and emitted X-ray
energies,48 and then taking a line plot (by varying the incident
energy at a fixed emission energy) to get the HERFD scan.
However, collecting the RIXS plane requires significant time which
limits its use for collecting data for a large number of samples.

� When the samples are contaminated by an impure phase,
the analysis27 of the extended region of the XAS spectra by
fitting the Fourier-transformed R-space plots cannot be reliably
used to determine the concentration of all cations species at Oh

and Td sites in spinel structures due to certain limitations and
assumptions associated with the EXAFS analysis: (1) since
EXAFS provides only an average site occupation, it cannot be
used to differentiate between the mixed valence state of an
element. (2) For ternary spinels with cation-types of similar
atomic numbers as in the case of cobalt manganese oxide
(the Co and Mn atoms have atomic numbers Z = 27 and
Z = 25 respectively), the scattering amplitude from neighbour-
ing Co and Mn atoms are similar, and hence EXAFS analysis
cannot differentiate between Co–Co and Co–Mn scattering
paths between any two given sites. In conclusion, both XAS
and HERFD-XAS are inadequate and thus an alternate char-
acterization technique is required to determine the site occupa-
tion of cations in impure spinels.

In contrast to X-ray absorption techniques, XES is a powerful
but under-utilized method to determine site occupation as well
as other crystal geometry and electronic features. The work on
XES in the past has been limited because of the difficulty in
obtaining high resolution spectra.50 However, the development
of 2nd and 3rd generation synchrotron sources with high
incident flux has improved the collection of spectra, leading
to higher signal to noise ratios.44,50 XES can provide informa-
tion on the cation species without the limitations of XAS
because of its sensitivity to spin, oxidation states, and ligand
geometry. In XES, a core hole is generated using X-rays, and the
emitted fluorescence (a result of filling the core-hole) is mea-
sured. When the core-hole is filled with an electron from the 3p
orbital (3p - 1s transitions), Kb fluorescence is emitted. If the
resultant hole in the 3p orbital is opposite spin with respect to
the partially filled 3d orbital in 3d transition metals, the 3p–3d
orbital coupling gives rise to the Kb1,3 peak, whereas inter-
action of same spin 3p hole with the partially filled 3d orbital
gives rise to an additional less intense Kb0 peak. Since the
number of valence electrons are dependent on the oxidation
state, interaction of the 3p hole with the valence electrons (or
3d electrons in case of transition metal oxides) makes the Kb1,3

spectra sensitive to the oxidation states, and the 3p–3d orbital
coupling leads to spin-state sensitivity.40,51 Furthermore, the
Kb1,3 peak has been experimentally and theoretically shown to
have sensitivity to the ligand geometry.40,44 Different crystal
field splitting energies in Td and Oh coordination between the
metal and the surrounding oxygen ligand leads to the sensitivity of
the Kb spectra to ligand geometry. Moreover, if the objective is to
determine the relative concentration of cation species XES has
many other advantages over XAS. Some of the advantages for XES
include: (1) sample preparation for XAS includes dilution with
boron nitride, whereas for XES, the pristine sample can be used for
the experiment. Besides this, multiple other complications are
involved in the sample preparation for XAS, such as non-
uniformity, edge jump, self absorption effects, etc.;39 (2) unlike
XAS, XES does not require a high tunability of the incident
X-rays energy and hence is not limited by the resolution of the
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monochromator; (3) XES analysis is straightforward as it
involves a linear combination fitting of the Kb1,3 spectra,
whereas for XAS, EXAFS fitting requires detailed understanding
of the crystal structure of the samples; and (4) data processing
and fitting of EXAFS spectra is time consuming since it requires
the selection of the right set of paths for the central absorbing
atoms, multiple assumptions to correlate the parameters
of multiple scattering paths, determination of amplitude
reduction factors for the standards, etc. In contrast, quantita-
tive information can be extracted from the XES spectra by a
simple linear combination fits of the standards.

Method

Diphenyl ether (Z99%), dicobalt octacarbonyl (moistened with
hexane (1–10%), Z90% (Co)), dimanganese decacarbonyl
(98%), and oleic acid (Z99%) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Hexane (Z98.5%) and acetone (Z99.5%) were pur-
chased from EMD Millipore Corp. The precursors Co2(CO)8 and
Mn2(CO)10 were first purified via sublimation at 35 1C and
65 1C, respectively, using a cold finger setup to remove any
impurities which remain undissolved in diphenyl ether (DPE)
during synthesis. The purified precursors were then stored
under inert conditions until further use. The Co–Mn metal
NPs were synthesized using a modified hot injection method.9

A mixture of 0.1 g of oleic acid and 5.6 ml of DPE was heated
under a nitrogen environment to 250 1C. The purified precursors
with different molar ratios were dissolved in 3.7 ml of DPE at
60 1C, and then injected into the mixture of oleic acid and DPE at
250 1C, and allowed to react for 30 min for the nucleation and
growth of the metal NPs. The reaction was then quenched in a
water bath, and the products were precipitated by centrifugation in
acetone anti-solvent medium. The particles were washed again in
hexane and acetone solvent mixture, and the obtained precipitates
were dissolved in hexane solution until further characterization.
The Co/Mn ratio was determined using inductively coupled
plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) on the metal NPs. For
formation of oxides, the metal NPs were first dried under
atmospheric conditions to remove the hexane solvent, and
were then heated in air at 200 1C for 90 min.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were
recorded on an FEI Tecnai T12 TEM operating at 120 kV.
Synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD) data was obtained at the
A1 station at Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS).
The collected diffraction patterns were integrated to obtain the
intensity vs. 2y, the peaks for which were aligned using a
cerium standard.

XAS measurements were conducted at the bending magnet-
based 20BM beamline of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at
Argonne National Laboratory. The APS is a third generation
7.0 GeV synchrotron light source providing a constant 102 mA
of current (24 singlets) operating in top-up mode. The 20BM
beamline of the APS uses a Si(111) double crystal monochro-
mator for tuning the incident energy and a Rh-coated mirror for
higher order harmonic rejection, and provides a flux of B1011

photons per second @ 10 keV.52 All samples, including
standards of MnO, Mn2O3, Mn3O4, CoO, Co3O4 MnCo2O4,
and CoMn2O4, were prepared by applying a very thin layer of
the powders on Kapton tape and then stacking several layers of
tape to give a total absorption (m(E)t) of B1–2 absorption
lengths. XAS at the manganese and cobalt K-edges, at
ca. 6538 eV and 7709 eV respectively, were measured in trans-
mission geometry at 451 to the X-ray beam using ion chambers
upstream (I0) and downstream (IT) of the sample. A manganese
(cobalt) reference foil was also measured simultaneously for
energy calibration downstream of the sample between IT and a
reference ion chamber (Iref) placed downstream of the foil.
For Mn (Co) a 70/30 (30/70) sccm mixture of He/N2 gasses was
used to fill the I0 ion chamber and 100% N2 gas was used to fill
IT and Iref ion chambers. The monochromator was tuned to
full intensity ca. 300 eV above the absorption edge (Mn or Co)
and then detuned 10% (15%) from the maximum for Mn (Co).
The harmonic rejection mirror was set at an angle of 6 mrad
giving a high energy cut-off of B11.2 keV. The energy steps for
Mn and Co XAS scans were set to 5 eV in the pre-edge region
(E0� 150 eV to E0� 30 eV), 0.3 eV in the XANES region (E0� 20 eV
to E0 + 30 eV), and 0.05 Å�1 in the EXAFS region (E0 + 30 eV to
E0 + 973 eV). For all samples and standards multiple scans (up to
10) of B14 min each were carried out at fixed sample position,
which were later averaged for the analysis.

All XANES and EXAFS analysis were carried out using the
IFEFFIT package.53 The raw data was processed using ATHENA
software.53 The initial processing included deglitching of
data, aligning of references, merging of scans and edge energy
determination. Background subtraction was done using AUTOBK
algorithm53 following which the spectra were Fourier transformed
to R-space and plotted as k3-weighted spectra to obtain uniform
intensity modulations, typically used for low scattering atoms.39

Fitting for EXAFS was carried out in ARTEMIS software.53 Theore-
tical crystal structures were generated using ATOMS, the para-
meters of which were varied to fit the experimental spectra, as a
result extracting the variables of different scattering paths such as
the mean square disorder, radial distance and the coordination
numbers. The error values for coordination numbers and other
EXAFS parameters can arise from the quality of the collected data
(signal to noise ratio), data reduction, as well as the theoretical
model used for the fitting. However, for comparison purposes,
only the error based on the non-linear least-squared minimization
to fit the R-space plots is used.

Co and Mn Kb emission data were obtained at CHESS at the
C1 station. The energy of the incident X-ray beam was set to
8 keV and 7 keV for Co and Mn samples, respectively, and was
tuned by means of a Si(220) double-crystal monochromator.
The emitted Kb radiation was focused using five spherically
bent analyser crystals aligned in Rowland geometry54 and
detected using a Pilatus 100 K area detector. Space between
the spherical analysers, detector, and sample was filled with He
gas to minimize attenuation of the fluorescent radiation.55

The XES spectra were collected between 7620 eV to 7665 eV
with a step size of 0.42 eV for Co samples, and 6478 eV to
6495 eV with a step size of 0.71 eV for Mn samples. For all
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samples and standards multiple scans (up to 3) of B15 min
each were carried out at fixed sample position, which were then
merged together to obtain the final spectra for the sample. The
error values for the concentration of cation species are deter-
mined based on the least-square minimization to fit the Kb
emission data.

Results and discussion

To test the efficacy of XES and XAS in determining atomic site
occupation we chose ternary spinel oxide nanoparticles (NPs).
Due to the presence of additional cation species in the system,
ternary spinels oxides are more complex than binary oxides
(like Fe3O4). Thus, using ternary spinels provides a platform to
highlight the differences between the two techniques in deter-
mining cation site occupation. For comparison between XAS
and XES, we chose the CoxMn3�xO4 spinel because each of the
end members (Co3O4 and Mn3O4) are considered insulating but
the mixed phases are considered semiconductors with conduc-
tivity more than an order of magnitude greater than the end
members,16,18 making this compound an interesting system to
study. Our group recently found that anomalously high super-
capacitor behaviour can occur when the Mn and Co content is
equal, but reasons for this spike in electrochemical perfor-
mance are unknown.9 One of the historical difficulties in this
system and many metal oxides is that the site occupation, and
consequently the properties, are exceedingly processing-
dependent for bulk materials.16–18,56,57 As an added complica-
tion, synthesis of ternary spinels, like CoxMn3�xO4, can result
in monoxide impurity phases, including rock-salt CoO phase
for the CoxMn3�xO4 system.

To make the samples, metal Co–Mn NPs were synthesized
using a modified hot injection method.56 The metal precursors
Co2(CO)8 and Mn2(CO)10 were first distilled to remove any
impurities (see Methods for details). To obtain different stoi-
chiometries of Co–Mn NPs, precursors with different molar
ratios were dissolved in diphenyl ether (DPE) at 60 1C, and
injected into a mixture of oleic acid and DPE in an inert N2

atmosphere at 250 1C. The metal NPs are oxidized in air at
200 1C for 90 minutes to form spinel oxides, which contains an
impurity phase of CoO (see Methods). To understand the
effects of oxidation times we also studied an oxidation series,
characterizing samples starting from zero to four hours of
oxidation time. The metal NPs and oxidized NPs were char-
acterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), elec-
tron diffraction (ED), and synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD)
to determine the size, morphology and phase. The size for the
metal NPs (see Fig. S1, ESI†) before oxidation are 4.25 �
0.55 nm, 3.75 � 0.41 nm, 4.75 � 0.56 nm, and 4.84 �
0.69 nm, which after oxidation correspond to ‘x’ = 1.00, 1.13,
1.20, and 1.31, respectively, in the formula CoxMn3�xO4�(CoO)y.
Due to the presence of an impure CoO phase, the stoichiometry
of the oxidized NPs is expressed as CoxMn3�xO4�(CoO)y, where
CoxMn3�xO4 represents the pure spinel phase, and the value of
‘x’ is determined from XES analysis, to be discussed later.

TEM of the oxidized NPs indicate distinct spinel phases and
the presence of the CoO impurity phase, as confirmed through
diffraction analysis using two different representative systems
of the Co : Mn molar ratios of 0.44 : 1 and 1.17 : 1. Since the
exact amount of CoO phase in these two systems is not
determined using XES, the stoichiometry for these two repre-
sentative systems are reported based on ICP-MS values. TEM
images of the oxidized NPs with Co : Mn molar ratio of 0.44 : 1
shows solid spherical particles of size 5.40 � 1.11 nm (Fig. 1a)
contaminated with clusters of larger-sized core–shell type par-
ticles (Fig. 1b). For confirmation on the phase of these large
core–shell type particles, ED patterns were collected for the
core–shell cluster shown in Fig. 1(b). The integrated pattern
from the ED (Fig. 1c) shows that the peaks for 2y B 361, B431
and B611 match well with the CoO reference standard, with the
peak shoulders at 2y B 301 and B581 suggesting a minor
contribution from the spinel phase. To understand the evolu-
tion of spinel and CoO phases as a function of oxidation time,
SXRD was carried out on NPs with Co : Mn molar ratio of 1.17 : 1
oxidized at 200 1C for 0, 60, 90, and 240 minutes (Fig. 1d). A
peak shoulder for the 0 min, 60 min, and 90 min samples at
B331 matches the CoMn2O4 reference peak. If there weren’t
any CoO impurities, these NPs with Co : Mn molar ratio of
1.17 : 1 (as determined from ICP-MS) correspond to x = 1.62.
However, due to the presence of the CoO phase, for shorter
oxidation times, the actual Co stoichiometry ‘x’ in spinel
CoxMn3�xO4 is smaller than the value of x = 1.62, therefore,
the peak at B331 is a closer match to the CoMn2O4 reference
standard. With further oxidation, the CoO impurity oxidizes to
the spinel phase, increasing the Co content in the spinel phase.
This results in the peak shoulder at B331 disappearing for the
240 min sample as the stoichiometry is now closer to the
Co2MnO4 reference standard. The highest intensity peak at
2yB 361 for all samples coincides with both the CoO peak and
the spinel reference standards peak, so it cannot be used
accurately to determine the phase of the NPs. The peak at
B431 for the unoxidized 0 min sample matches with the CoO
phase, indicating a partial oxidation of the NPs upon exposure
to atmospheric conditions. This peak of the unoxidized
sample at B431 reduces in intensity as the oxidation time
increases, whereas, the peak at B441 corresponding to
Co2MnO4 spinel standard increases in intensity relative to
the peak at B431, indicating a decrease in CoO content and an
increase in spinel content with increasing oxidation time.
The peak at B611 for samples oxidized up to 90 min is present
slightly shifted to lower angles as compared to the reference
CoO standard peak at B621, however, it could correspond to
either of the spinel or CoO phase. This peak at B621 dis-
appears for the 240 min sample, indicating presence of only
the spinel phase or complete oxidation. The increase in spinel
phase due to increasing oxidation time is further confirmed by
the increasing peak intensity at B641 and the new peak at
B581 for the 240 min sample, which both match the spinel
phase. As we determine later using XES and EXAFS analysis,
depending on the stoichiometry, up to 50% of the Co atoms
are present as the CoO phase.
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The short-range order of the samples is probed through XAS
at the Co and Mn K-edges. The normalized absorption spectra
for the Co and Mn K-edges (Fig. 2a and b) show similar features
in both the near-edge and the extended region, indicating that
the cations exhibit similar coordination and structural environ-
ments as the Co : Mn cation ratio changes in the samples.
Background removal was carried out from the absorption
coefficient spectra and the obtained spectra were then
Fourier-transformed and plotted as k3-weighted R-space plots
(Fig. 2c and d), plotted with open circles. For the Co K-edge
R-space plots, the 1st peak at 2.0 Å and the 2nd peak at 3.15 Å
correspond to the nearest neighbour oxygen atom and the
nearest neighbour cation direct scattering pathway, with
respect to the central Co absorbing atom. In the range of
2.50 Å to 3.75 Å, the x = 1.13 sample has multiple peaks as
compared to the other stoichiometries which have only a single
peak, suggesting a different coordination environment for Co
in the x = 1.13 sample, possibly due to varying levels of CoO
impurity between x = 1.13 and other stoichiometries. For other
Co stoichiometries (x a 1.13), the 2nd peak position and
FWHM remains unchanged with a minor variation in the peak
intensity, indicating a similar coordination environment for Co
cations. For the Mn K-edge R-space plots (Fig. 2d, plotted with
open circles), the peak positions at 2.0 Å, 3.25 Å, and 3.85 Å
remain unchanged for all stoichiometries besides a small
variation in peak intensities, indicating that Mn is present in
spinel phase. The minor variation in peak intensity is due to
different relative concentrations of Mn present at Oh and Td

sites in the spinel structure.
To determine the structural parameters and the percentage

site occupation of cations present at Oh and Td sites of the

spinel, and the amount of CoO present, the R-space plots are
fitted to extract the variables of different scattering paths such
as the radial distances and the coordination numbers. For the
Co K-edge, because TEM images show both a spinel phase and
a CoO phase, three different sets of scattering pathways are
used for the central Co cation in the fits: (1) Co in the CoO
phase, (2) Co at spinel Td sites, and (3) Co at spinel Oh sites.
Simultaneous fitting of the EXAFS spectra is conducted using
these three sets of scattering paths (Fig. 2c, fit shown as solid
lines). For fitting of the Mn K-edge R-space spectra, two sets of
scattering pathways are used: (1) Mn at spinel Oh sites, and
(2) Mn at spinel Td sites. Simultaneous fitting of Mn EXAFS
spectra is carried out using these 2 sets of scattering paths,
with the fits shown as solid lines in Fig. 2(d). It is important to
note that since Co and Mn have similar atomic numbers
(z = 27 and z = 25, respectively), the scattering amplitude from
neighbouring Co and Mn cations is assumed to be similar,
and hence the Co–Co and Co–Mn scattering pathway are
treated as identical.

The percentage site occupation is determined from the
fitting of the EXAFS data, as reported previously.29 Briefly, for
a given stoichiometry, the experimental coordination numbers

for MnOh
and MnTd

paths are nN
Theory
Mn;Oh

and ð1� nÞNTheory
Mn;Td

, where

N
Theory
Mn;Oh

and N
Theory
Mn;Td

are the theoretical coordination numbers

for the different MnOh
and MnTd

paths, respectively, and the
value of ‘n’ is determined from fitting the Mn K-edge EXAFS
data. Therefore, the fraction of Mn cations present at spinel Oh

and Td sites equals n and (1 � n), respectively (Fig. 2f).
Similarly, the experimental coordination numbers for CoCoO,

CoOh
, and CoTd

paths are pN
Theory
Co;CoO, qN

Theory
Co;Oh

, and rN
Theory
Co;Td

,

Fig. 1 Phase determination of CoxMn3�xO4�(CoO)y NPs after oxidation for 90 min. (a) TEM image of oxidized spherical NPs for the Co : Mn molar ratio of
0.44 : 1. (b) TEM image of a second type of core–shell NPs present in the same sample shown in (a). (c) Integrated selected area electron diffraction (ED)
pattern for image shown in (b). (d) Time series synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD) patterns for the Co : Mn molar ratio of 1.17 : 1 NPs oxidized in air at
200 1C. SXRD pattern along with reference standards confirm the presence of CoO phase with contribution from spinel as well. The bar patterns in (c)
and (d) show the reference XRD patterns for CoO (JCPDS: 00-48-1719), CoMn2O4 (JCPDS: 01-077-0471), and Co2MnO4 (JCPDS: 01-084-0482). Note:
2y scale for integrated ED is shifted to match Cu Ka.
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respectively, where NTheory
Co;CoO, NTheory

Co;Oh
and NTheory

Co;Td
are the theore-

tical coordination numbers for the different CoCoO, CoOh
and

CoTd
paths, respectively, and p + q + r = 1, where p, q, and r are

extracted from the fitting of Co K-edge EXAFS data. Similarly,
the fraction of Co cations present as CoO and spinel CoOh

and
CoTd

sites equals p, q, and r, respectively (Fig. 2e).
From the pathway analysis, the stoichiometry x = 1.13 has Co

cations present at only spinel Oh and Td sites and has no CoO
impurity. For the x a 1.13 stoichiometries, all Co atoms
octahedrally bonded to oxygen atoms are present as the CoO
phase rather than at spinel Oh sites (Fig. 2e, black and blue
points). Surprisingly, depending on the stoichiometry, up to
B50% of the Co atoms can exist in the impure CoO phase. In
the spinel structure, the Co atoms exhibit a preference for the
Td over Oh sites as all stoichiometries besides x = 1.13 have no
Co atoms present at Oh sites. As the Co content increases, the
Co atoms move between spinel Td sites and the CoO phase,
with x = 1.13 having no impurity of CoO, and x = 1.20 having the
maximum fraction of Co atoms present at spinel Td sites.
Overall, the spinel Oh sites are unoccupied by Co atoms except
for the x = 1.13 sample. At the other extreme, the Mn cations are
mostly present at Oh sites, with a maximum of 21% of Mn
atoms present at spinel Td for x = 1.20 (Fig. 2f). For the x Z 1.29
samples, all the Mn atoms are present only at spinel Oh sites.
Due to the difficulties and assumptions associated with the
EXAFS fittings, as discussed earlier, the error for experimental
coordination numbers (shown as vertical bars in Fig. 2e and f)
has an average of 16% and a maximum of as high as 34%.

In summary, analysis of the extracted site occupation data shows
that the Co atoms prefer to sit at spinel Td sites, and the Mn atoms
prefer to sit at spinel Oh sites; the incomplete occupation of Co and
Mn at their preferred sites (Td and Oh, respectively) indicates a
mixed site occupancy.

Although EXAFS characterization is a powerful tool that is
used to resolve the local atomic arrangements and structure,
XAS analysis is not sufficient to determine the ratio of metal
cations present as 2+ and 3+ oxidation states at Oh sites of the
spinel. Therefore, we conduct a cation site-selective study of the
CoxMn3�xO4 system by taking advantage of the spin, oxidation
state and ligand sensitive Kb1,3 spectra obtained using XES.
Previous studies43–46 have shown that the XES spectra of a
sample is a linear combination of the Kb1,3 spectra of its
constituent cation species. Since the spot size of the incident
beam used for the excitation of the core-electron is on the order
of a millimetre, multiple independent core-hole generation
events occur simultaneously, therefore, the collected XES spec-
tra is a combination of the XES spectra of each independent
core-hole filling event. Since a given cation species has a fixed
XES spectra, the collected XES spectra can be defined as a
weighted linear combination of all the constituent species in
the system. The bulk reference standards (shown in Table 1),
which have similar oxidation state and coordination environ-
ment as that of the various cation species present in the
CoxMn3�xO4 NPs, are linearly combined to determine the
concentration of each cation species present in the system. As
an example, the normalized Co-Kb1,3 spectra for Co1.13Mn1.87O4

Fig. 2 (a) Co K-edge and (b) Mn K-edge XAS spectra for different stoichiometries of CoxMn3�xO4 NPs contaminated with CoO impurity. (c) Co K-edge
and (d) Mn K-edge Fourier transformed k3-weighted EXAFS R-space plots (dotted lines) for different stoichiometries of CoxMn3�xO4. Peaks correspond to
scattering from neighbouring atoms. Fitting of R-space plots (solid lines) was carried out to determine the site occupation of (e) Co atoms present as
CoO phase (Oh sites) and spinel phase (Oh and Td sites); and (f) Mn atoms present as pure spinel phase (Oh and Td sites).
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NPs are fitted with Co-Kb1,3 bulk reference standards spectra,
shown as dotted lines in Fig. 3(a). It is, however, important to
note that the linear combination depends on the availability of
the right set of standards, i.e., cations with the same oxidation
state, ligand geometry, and spin-state as that of the cation species
present in the sample. The normalized ratio of intensities for the
standards is proportional to the relative concentration of the three
species of Co cations present in the NPs (Co2+ cations tetrahedrally
bonded to oxygen atoms, and Co2+ and Co3+ cations octahedrally
bonded to oxygen atoms). CoO present as impurities in the NPs
consists of Co2+ octahedrally bonded to oxygen atoms. Since the
Co atoms in CoO have a similar coordination environment and
ligand geometry as Co2+ present at Oh sites of the spinel (CoOh

2+),
the contribution from the bulk CoO standard is mathematically
deconvoluted to determine the concentration of CoCoO

2+ and
CoOh

2+ cation species, and thus the value of ‘x’ in CoxMn3�xO4

for each sample, discussed in detail in the ESI.† The Mn-Kb1,3

spectra for bulk reference standards are linearly combined to
fit the Mn-Kb1,3 spectra for Co1.13Mn1.87O4 NPs, shown as a
dotted line in Fig. 3(b). Initial fitting of the Mn-Kb1,3 spectra
for all samples included an additional fourth reference
standard MnO2, i.e., Mn4+ octahedrally bonded to oxygen
atoms, however, its contribution is negligible9 and shows
higher error when included in the fitting, so it is excluded
from the fits (see Fig. S3, ESI†). The results from both Co and
Mn edges fittings are plotted in Fig. 3(c and d), in terms of the
concentration of all species of cations. The concentration of
CoOh

2+ remains relatively constant, however, analytical decon-
volution (see ESI†) shows that for x = 1.13, all CoOh

2+ are
present at only the spinel Oh sites, whereas for other stoichio-
metries (x a 1.13) all CoOh

2+ are present as just the CoO phase.
For x Z 1.13, the relative concentration of CoOh

3+ (and MnOh

3+)
increases with a concomitant decrease in CoTd

2+ (and MnTd

2+),
implying that as the Co content increases in the NPs the Co
and Mn cations move from spinel Td to spinel Oh sites with an
increase in the oxidation state. Mn edge analysis shows that
MnOh

3+ is the dominant species, however, both 2+ and 3+
oxidation state Mn cations are present at spinel Oh sites,
unlike the Co cations, which has only 3+ cations at spinel
Oh sites. For the higher stoichiometries (x Z 1.29), all Mn
atoms are present at Oh sites with 3+ oxidation state due to
preferential site occupation of all the Co cations at Td sites.
The error in the relative concentrations of different cation
species as determined from least square fitting is in the range
of 0 to 12%, with the average error being 3.5%, significantly
lower than the average error of 16% in EXAFS analysis.

Table 1 Bulk reference standards having similar oxidation state and
coordination environment as that of various cation species present in
the CoxMn3�xO4 NPs

Geometry Cation species Reference standard

Tetrahedral Co2+ CoCr2O4

Mn2+ MnAl2O4

Octahedral Co2+ CoO
Co3+ ZnCo2O4

Mn2+ MnO
Mn3+ ZnMn2O4

Fig. 3 Spin, oxidation state and ligand sensitive Kb1,3 (3p - 1s) spectra are obtained using XES for different stoichiometries of CoxMn3�xO4 NPs
contaminated with CoO impurities. XES spectra of the sample are fitted using linear combination of Kb1,3 spectra of bulk reference standards
to determine the relative concentration of each constituent cationic species. Figure shows the XES spectra and the fitting of Co1.13Mn1.87O4 NPs for
(a) Co-Kb1,3 edge and (b) Mn-Kb1,3 edge. Superscripts represent the oxidation state of cations in the standards. Relative concentration of different cation
species for (c) Co cations and (d) Mn cations. Note: CoOh

2+ cations are present in both CoO and spinel phase.
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Direct extraction of site occupation of cations from analysis
of XES spectra has not been reported before, therefore, to
validate the accuracy of XES, we compare the results obtained
from XES with those from EXAFS (summarized in Fig. 4a). As
shown in the diagram, EXAFS analysis provides only the
percentage of site occupation for Co and Mn cations at Oh

and Td sites, whereas XES analysis provides the additional
information on the oxidation state of cations as demonstrated
in Fig. 3. For example, for Co, EXAFS gives the percentage of Co
atoms sitting at Oh and Td sites (i.e., CoTd

and CoOh
), whereas

using XES it is possible to determine the percentage site
occupation for each Co species, i.e., CoTd

2+, CoOh

2+, and CoOh

3+.
Fig. 4(b–d) show the comparison between the site occupation
data obtained using XES (purple points) and EXAFS (blue
points) for the samples for MnOh

, CoOh
, and Co as CoO

(Fig. 4b, c and, d, respectively). The insets in Fig. 4(b–d) are
the percentage error for XES and EXAFS for each sample.
The source of errors includes the uncertainties associated with
the data acquisition and the data reduction. However, for
quantification and comparison between the two the analysis
techniques, the error values presented here for both EXAFS and
XES analysis are limited to the least-square minimization to fit
the R-space and the K-b spectra, respectively. To more directly
compare the values obtained using EXAFS and those from XES,
the XES data is depicted as the sum of the concentration of the
two species of Mn cations present at Oh sites-MnOh

2+ and
MnOh

3+. For Mn site occupation at Oh sites both EXAFS and
XES show similar trends (Fig. 4b), with the majority of Mn

atoms present at Oh sites for all stoichiometries. The x = 1.20
sample shows a larger difference between the two techniques
because of the high errors associated with the EXAFS analysis.
The average error for Mn site occupation at Oh sites as deter-
mined from EXAFS is B9%, whereas for XES, the average error
is B7%. EXAFS shows errors as high as 22% for Mn site
occupation, whereas for XES, the error determined is consis-
tently smaller than 12% (Fig. 4b inset). The percentage Co
atoms present at Oh sites with both XES and EXAFS shows a
similar trend (Fig. 4c). However, based on EXAFS analysis, no
Co atoms are present at Oh sites except for x = 1.13 which
contains B25%, whereas XES shows the presence of Co at Oh

sites for all samples except for x = 1.00. This disparity could be
due to the greater accuracy and smaller error in the XES
analysis. The error for the percentage of Co atoms at Oh sites
is B14.4% from EXAFS and B1.3% from XES analysis (Fig. 4c
inset). The percentage of Co atoms present as CoO phase are
shown in Fig. 4(d). Again, results from both methods follow
similar trends over the composition range but the XES values
are slightly higher for x 4 1.13. Both XES and EXAFS show
significant amounts (up to 50%) of Co atoms present as impure
CoO phase. The average error from EXAFS and XES for Co
present as CoO phase are B22% and B1%, respectively. The
error observed for the Co present as CoO is as high as 34% in
the case of EXAFS analysis, which makes the results obtained
ambiguous for certain stoichiometries. However, error from
XES analysis is consistently smaller than 2% for all stoichio-
metries (Fig. 4d inset). Therefore, in conclusion, both XES and

Fig. 4 Correlation between site occupation of Mn and Co cations obtained using EXAFS and XES. (a) Summarizes the information that can be extracted
using the two techniques. Comparison of site occupation between EXAFS and XES for (b) % Mn atoms present at Oh sites, (c) % Co atoms present at Oh

sites, and (d) % Co atoms present as CoO. The remaining Co and Mn atoms are present at Td sites of spinel (not shown). Inset shows the % error for values
obtained using EXAFS and XES.
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EXAFS show similar site occupation numbers and trends,
however, XES has consistently and significantly lower errors.
It is readily apparent that the XES error is lower than the EXAFS
error in all cases, by up to B20%, implying that XES is more
reliable and an efficient technique to determine the site occu-
pation of cations in the NPs.

Conclusions

Elucidating the cation distribution in spinels has been a persistent
problem in materials science. Under different synthetic and post-
processing conditions, cation site occupation can deviate from the
intrinsic preference for a completely normally or inversely distrib-
uted spinel. Such disorder in cation distribution complicates the
determination and prediction of physical properties and hence, it is
necessary to look for an accessible tool in which the cation
distribution information, including atom types and their valence
states, can be extracted accurately. In this study, we exploited the
acute sensitivity of XES Kb1,3 emission lines to the spin, ligand
geometry, and oxidation state to report the cation site occupa-
tion of spinel CoxMn3�xO4 contaminated with CoO. By combin-
ing the spectra of bulk reference standards which represent
different oxidation states and coordination environment, the
concentrations of all existing cation species at their respective
sites were determined. This determination of cation oxidation
states is not achievable through the widely used method of
K-edge XAS. In fact, the high errors from the many assumptions
employed in XAS limit the accuracy of the extracted occupation
information. To validate the ability of XES in extracting site
occupation, results from XES are further compared to the
EXAFS analysis of the XAS spectra. As revealed by both techni-
ques, the occupation of Mn atoms at octahedral sites is nearly
100%, and the occupation of Co atoms shows a local maximum
at x = 1.13 for spinel octahedral sites and a local minimum at
x = 1.13 for CoO octahedral sites. The average uncertainty in
site occupation data obtained using XES is B3.5% whereas
from EXAFS, the average uncertainty is B16%, significantly
greater than XES. The agreement of the XES data to the EXAFS
analysis, as well as the unveiled oxidation states of the atoms at
different sites, are all clear and solid evidence to the superiority
of XES over conventional techniques such as XAS.
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